To: Elkay® Customers

Date: July 26.2017

Subject: Buy American Act Compliance

Following is a list of Elkay stainless steel sink product families that are proudly made in the United States. As a result, all of these product families comply with the Buy American Act and the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act except where noted. The identified product families represent thousands of individual models that cover virtually every application of various residential and commercial projects.

Elkay Stainless Steel Sink Product Families:

BC, BL, BLG, BP, CCR, CDKR, CDKAD, CMR, CR, D and S series sinktops, all Dayton models, DCR, DL, DLR, DRKR, DRKAD, ECB, ECC, EFS, ELU, ELUH, ELUHAD, ELV, ELVWO, ESE, ESLV, ESS, ESSB, ESSW, EU, EUH, EWMA, EWS (not EWSF), GECR, IL, all Kingsford models, LC, LF, LG, LLVR, LMR, LR, LRAD, LTR, LWR, MYSTIC, PFR, PLA, PLAUH, POD, PODS, PODUH, PS, PSDKR, PSDKAD, PSLVR, RL, RLLVR, RNSF, SS, ST, WCL, WCLWO and WNSF.

As long as the product begins with the above family designations, then all of the sinks in that category comply, except for sink kit models† and ELUH1811. Should you have specific questions regarding compliance, please feel free to contact me directly at Sharon.DuPuy@elkay.com.

† Suffixes for our sink kit models are BG, C, DBG, DF, & EK.

Sincerely,

Sharon DuPuy
Senior Product Manager, Stainless Steel Sinks and Faucets
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